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INTRODUCTION
This is a guide to the Abbott Baynes gliders, their works were at Wrecclesham, Farnham.
The records indicate that the factory built 14 Scuds – 12 Scud I and IIs (the exact breakdown
is uncertain) and 2 Scud IIIs. In addition to the original prototype Scud one Scud 1 was built
from plans by F.Carter of the Jersey GC pre WWII, plus another one in Australia by Harold
Bradley. Note a Scud 2 was completed by Slingsbys of Kirbymoorside. Only one original
machine exists today, this is BGA 231 the “Slingsby” Scud which is part of the Shuttleworth
collection at Old Warden. Mike Beach built a replica Scud 1 1992 - 1995 at Brooklands, this
glider is on display at the Gliding Heritage Centre hangar at Lasham airfield being
generously loaned to the GHC by the Brooklands museum – picture below.

As to the sources my main ones have been:


Norman Ellison’s “British Gliders and Sailplanes 1922 – 1970” ISBN 0 7136 1189 8



The gliding magazines made available by the Lakes Gliding Club via their website –
http://www.lakesgc.co.uk/ - <Archive><Old Gliding Mags>



The “Merseyside 1970” publication



Scale Soaring http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/



Much appreciated advice from Ted Hull and Nick Hughes – and Richard Cawsey for
additional information introduced into version 2

As always if you have new and interesting information and/or photos, else you believe there
are mistakes, please contact the author at FGBradney@outlook.com

Glyn Bradney.
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HISTORY OF ABBOTT-BAYNES SAILPLANES
The company was created in 1931 by E.D. (Edward Dixon) Abbott and L.E. (Leslie Everett)
Baynes as a subsidiary of ED Abbott Ltd which itself had started trading in 1929. Abbott had
been the London sales manager of the coachbuilders Page and Hunt and took over their
Farnham factory when the business failed. The purpose of Abbott Baynes Sailplanes was to
build gliders of Baynes’s design. Whilst the last glider was built in 1936 (the second Scud III)
ED Abbott Ltd continued as coachbuilders until 1972 when the business closed. AbbottBaynes themselves are believed to have ceased trading in 1941.
E.D.Abbott himself, a pilot in WWI, had a keen interest in flying. One has to wonder if he,
and possibly Baynes as well, were present at the 4th December 1929 lunch at the Comedy
restaurant in London which led to the founding of the BGA. His involvement in making
gliders began in 1930 when his company built a 60 ft span glider to the design of
T.C.Letcher which was called “The Farnham Sailplane”, also known as “The Alert”. It’s
reported as having first flown in August 1930 piloted by A.L.Stratton, an ex RFC pilot, from
fields next to Alice Holt Lodge near Farnham.
Nick Hughes at Lasham has done a great deal of research on this aircraft and I believe is
going to write it up, I look forward to his article.

(The Farnham Sailplane, 2nd edition of “Sailplane and Glider”, 12th Sept 1930)
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There’s also mention of a “Farnham Intermediary” in the 24th Oct 1930 edition of “Sailplane
and Glider” with a picture of it being rigged (above) with Mlle Lippens in attendance, a
famous lady glider pilot of her day.
.

(Advert in the very first edition of “Sailplane and Glider”, 6th Sept 1930)
L.E.Baynes was born on 23rd March 1902 and on leaving school in 1918 joined AIRCO (The
Aircraft Manufacturing Factory) at Hendon aerodrome. From there he moved to Short
Brothers, Rochester, where between 1924 and 1927 he was much involved in the redesign
of the Short Singapore flying boat.
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In 1930 he designed the Scud glider, the prototype being built by Brant Aircraft Ltd, Waddon
Aircraft Factory, near Croydon. This had a 25 ft 3 ¾ in span with a very low aspect ratio of
7.5. There were several unique features for the time, not least the all moving rudder and
elevators being interchangeable. At a quoted 103 lbs empty the Scud was very light indeed,
about half the weight of a German Prufling at the time. The first flight took place at
Totternhoe on the 11th January 1931, the pilot being Mr Marcus Manton. As a consequence
of the first flights several modifications needed to be made. At this point the Brant company
started to run out of funds. This is where E.D.Abbott approached Baynes and after some
haggling Abbott-Baynes Ltd was formed.

(Frist flight of the Brant Scud, 11th Jan 1931, picture ex Sailplane and Glider, 16th Jan 1931)

(The Brant Scud with its designer, L.E.Baynes, ex Sailplane and Glider, 23rd Jan 1931)
Brants only made the prototype Scud. Certainly in the 1st May 1931 edition of S&G
E.D.Abbott Ltd, Farnham, are advertising the “SCUD” for £95 as “The Private Owner’s
Sailplane.
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(E.D.Abbott Ltd advert carried in the 15th May 1931 edition of S&G)

(Ex 15th May 1931 S&G)
Above a well-known photograph where again the manufacturing company is quoted as
E.D.Abbott Ltd. Shortly afterwards Scud adverts ceased to appear in Sailplane and Glider
and didn’t resume until the 11th Nov 1932 edition with the new Scud 2 as below.

These adverts continue in subsequent editions of S&G. Whilst the Scud gliders were built by
Abbott-Baynes Sailplanes it would appear that they were marketed and sold by E.D.Abbott
Ltd.
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ABBOTT-BAYNES SCUD I
As stated in the Introduction it’s recorded that 12 Scud Is and IIs were built by AbbottBaynes – this excludes the Brant prototype. However, we don’t know the breakdown which
isn’t helped by a.) Construction numbers not being allotted b.) It wasn’t at the time
mandatory that they had to have a BGA CofA. What we do know is:










There was an early tragedy when on 8th March 1931 Thomas Lander was killed
whilst attempting a winch launch at Harpenden – this was either the Brant prototype
else the first one built by Abbott-Baynes. Scud I’s were very tricky to fly – downright
dangerous would be more accurate! It’s believed the fatality occurred whilst
experiments were being carried out with winch launching methods.
The pioneer Australian glider pilot, Harold Bradley, built a Scud I from plans. It’s
believed the glider was completed in 1934. Those who flew it were not happy with its
flying characteristics, and when news of the UK fatality became known Harold
Bradley took the decision to burn it so there could be no repetition of the UK tragedy.
Richard Cawsey advises there was a further Australian Scud 1 built by Arthur Baxter
and Frank Reneham, Melbourne. This was crashed at Beveridge on the 15th
November 1935.
The Guernsey GC bought one in early 1934 (not known whether this was new from
the factory else second-hand) and flew it from a site near St Peter Port.
Merseyside only have one Scud 1 in their records. This is BGA 300 which received
its BGA CofA in May 1937. Richard Cawsey tells me this was owned by ER Wilson of
Pwllheli.
Keith Carter of the Jersey GC built one from plans and materials supplied by Abbott
Baynes.
Frank Costin and colleagues rebuilt a Scud I at Dunstable in 1947. Whilst there’s
pictures I haven’t been able to find any further information on this glider, whether it
flew or what its eventual fate was. It possibly could have been the Scud I advertised
in the August 1947 edition of Sailplane & Glider.
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(Plan drawings of the Abbott-Baynes Scud I, “British Gliders and Sailplanes 1922 – 1970”)
ABBOTT-BAYNES SCUD II

(Plan drawings of the Abbott-Baynes Scud II, “British Gliders and Sailplanes 1922 – 1970”)
The prototype Scud II first flew on the 27th Aug 1932 at Askam-in-Furness, Cumbria,
G.M.(“Mungo”) Buxton was the pilot.

(Scud 2 at Dunstable flown by Mungo Buxton, S&G 11th Nov 1932 edition)
The official story is that it was built to the order of Mungo Buxton of the London Gliding Club
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who’d been so impressed by the original Scud (I), and wanted a “higher efficiency” glider of
the same design. The much more likely explanation is that Baynes felt he had to re-design
his original Scud given its handling problems. The wing at a span of 40 ft and an aspect ratio
of 16 was completely re-designed, the fuselage length was also increased by just over 3 ft to
17ft 5 in. Mungo Buxton set a new UK height gain record of 8323 ft on 4th Sept 1935 at
Sutton Bank flying a Scud II in a thunderstorm. In truth he was very fortunate indeed to
survive!
At least 4 Scud IIs were built, likely 5, and maybe even 6 :


The prototype believed to be BGA 200 (G-ALRZ) bought by Mungo Buxton which
was crashed and badly damaged on 11th Jun 1939 at Dunstable by Lawrence Wright
of “The Wooden Sword” fame. Originally I was sure it had been written-off, but
Richard Cawsey informs me it was in fact repaired post war by Dennis Corrick and
Paddy Benson at Panshanger. Further research and G-ALRZ was finally written off at
Cranfield on the 2nd June 1949.Note this was the Scud involved in the first mid-air
between 2 gliders in Britain when it collided with a Grunau Baby above Sutton Bank
on the 31st Jul 1938. Both gliders crashed but thankfully neither pilot was seriously
injured. This was the same day that a new British duration record was set up at
Sutton Bank, below a rather amusing extract from the Sailplane and Glider describing
these events:
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(Extract from The Sailplane and Glider, August 1938 edition)








The second, BGA 193, was sold to the Ulster GC in Aug 1933. This was written off in
a spinning accident by Ivan Harris on the 25th Aug 1935 whilst competing in the
Sutton Bank competitions – the glider had been brought over from Ulster for the
event.
BGA 123, G-ALKZ – the early BGA number should be seen in context, it was taken
over from its original owner a RFD Primary which was crashed. This was registered
as G-ALKZ on the 28th Mar 1949 with the then owner, a Mr J.A. Allan, having an
address in Newcastle-on-Tyne. Nothing further currently known about the fate of this
particular Scud II.
There’s a fascinating mention in a 1949 Flight magazine to what surely must be a
Scud II. “The Orkney Flying Club held its inaugural dance at Kirkwall on 15th Apr
1949. As part of the decorations hung from the ceiling was “…. a 40 ft span Scud
sailplane festooned with lights.”
Richard Cawsey tells me a Scud II was built by a Capt AJ Quirke, Dublin, in 1935.

(Advert that appeared in the 23rd Jun 1933 edition of Sailplane and Glider)


BGA 231, G-ALOT. Eric Collins started the building of this glider from plans late 1932
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/ early 1933 for David Dent of the London GC. Unfortunately David Dent died shortly
before the end of 1933. The Scud was not finished when Eric Collins himself was
killed aerobating a Slingsby built Grunau Baby on the 30th Jul 1935 at a Cobhams
Flying Circus event. Construction was finally completed by Slingsbys as c/n 215b, it’s
first flight was 20th July 1935. There’s an interesting story in that after only a few
flights the glider was badly damaged in a field landing accident and the owners
blamed it on Fred Slingsby as down to a faulty machine. Slingsby disputed this
strongly and vowed never again to have anything to do with “amateur built” aircraft.

(Scud 2, BGA 231, at Lasham. Courtesy of Scale Soaring UK)
The glider survived WW2, where so very many didn’t, and was flown regularly near
Portsmouth in 1946/47. It was then acquired by a syndicate at the Southdown club and
seemingly had been destroyed when the hangar roof collapsed in a gale on 7th Aug 1948.
However, Vic Ginn rebuilt it over a long period and so it began a new chapter in its history.
BGA 231 was owned by Canon Peter Bourne in the 1980s who flew it extensively at
Dunstable and also at many Intl VGC rallies around Europe. It was acquired by Mike Beach
sometime in the first half of 1990 who set about a complete restoration at Brooklands. This
was completed in immaculate fashion in late summer 1991.
Mike Beach advertised the Scud 2 for sale in the summer of 1998. It wasn’t sold until
summer 2000 to Laurie Woodage of the London GC. Laurie purchased it in a damaged
condition as it had suffered a very heavy landing at Halton due to a failed winch launch. The
damage proved more substantial than first thought, and it wasn’t until the summer of 2006
that the glider was reported as airworthy. Ted Hull tells me that he and Laurie took it to the
Friedrichshafen Aero 05 exhibition in 2005. Ted also tells me that Laurie never ever flew it,
and whether it ever flew during his ownership I currently can’t say – likely resolvable if the
logbook could be viewed.
Laurie Woodage sold BGA 231 to the Shuttleworth Trust, Old Warden, in 2009 where it has
on occasions been flown on Shuttleworth display days. The latest information I have (Sept
2014) is that it is on display but no longer flown at Old Warden.
Note there’s been some debate as to whether this sole remaining Scud II might not be the
Slingsby finished one. This came about through Mike Beach’s restoration work at
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Brooklands, and the discovery that it had originally been painted green. Back in the 1934
Nationals at Sutton Bank the Willow Wren (then yellow) of Kit Nicholson and Philip Cooper
was crashed by MacClement. They immediately bought the spare Scud II that Baynes had
bought up to the meeting – and promptly crashed it! – it was coloured green. Fred Slingsby
took the Willow Wren to his workshops at Kirbymoorside and repaired it – it emerged as
green. The Eric Collins built Scud II went to Slingsbys for finishing and it’s likely I think it was
in clear varnish and not painted. I strongly suspect Slingsby’s used the same green for
finishing the Scud II that they’d used on the Willow Wren they repaired.
ABBOTT-BAYNES SCUD III
The Scud III was an extraordinary advanced design for its time, especially when you
compare it with its Scud I and II predecessors. A high wing cantilever sailplane with a span
of 45 ft 6 in and aspect ratio of 16, the wing leading edges were swept back and the aerofoil
section designed by Baynes himself.

(VGC News, Summer 1993)
It would appear that the original concept was for a pure glider, but the prototype was ordered
by Sir John Carden, the design director of the Vickers tank division, who had already
collaborated with Abbott –Baynes on other projects. Carden persuaded Baynes to
incorporate a retractable engine so that the Scud III would be the world’s first self- launching
glider. The engine was a single cylinder 2 stroke Villiers of 250 cc motorcycle engine
mounted on top of the fuselage driving a pusher propeller that generated an estimated 9 bhp
at 3500 rpm – barely enough to get it airborne, but the concept at the time and its
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implementation was quite staggering. When flown with an engine the aircraft was known as
the Carden Baynes Auxiliary and is thought to be the lowest powered aircraft ever to have
flown. As a glider the prototype first flew in May 1935 and as the Auxiliary first took off under
its own power on the 8th August at Woodley airfield, Reading, with Jack Dewsbury at the
controls – see picture below.
Sir John never did take delivery of his Scud III as he was killed near Tatsfield, Surrey, on the
10th Dec 1935 when the Sabena Junkers 52 airliner he was flying in crashed.

(Sailplane and Glider, Aug 1935 edition)
Abbott-Baynes built 2 Scud IIIs both of which amazingly still exist today and what’s more are
airworthy!
The prototype Scud 3 (BGA 684)
Following Sir John Carden’s death Ted Hull thinks Abbott-Baynes didn’t find a buyer for the
Auxiliary. We know that a power pilot took off into wind at Dunstable some time in 1936 (date
currently not known, but research suggests it was during the summer of 1936) with the wind
blowing down the hill! This was likely a test flight by a prospective buyer and in trying to
avoid the hill it spun in and was very badly damaged. The Scud was effectively written off
and the wreckage returned to Abbott-Baynes at Farnham. It was acquired by another
London GC member, Ron Clear, in early 1937, he was to later become Airspeed’s test pilot.
He spent the next few years repairing it, but without the engine. It was completed we believe
sometime in early 1941, possibly February, and flown near Winchester by Mr Clear. On
landing at the foot of Winchester Hill he was met at bayonet point by soldiers from a nearby
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searchlight battery who thought it was a German troop carrying glider! It’s said the report
caused quite a stir in the War Office when received! This resulted in both he and his crew,
including his wife, being arrested and spending the night in Eastleigh jail as civilian gliding
was completely banned from Easter 1940 unless you could obtain a special permit – which
Ron Clear hadn’t! They appeared at Winchester magistrates the next day, see Ted Hull’s
note on this below.
There’s an extensive article by Ron Clear on his rebuilding of the Scud III in the December
1944 edition of Sailplane and Glider, though he doesn’t mention being arrested after flying it!

(The “sad” Scud III after its Dunstable crash, 1936. Remarkable to have a colour photo!)
Ted Hull sent me some further details which make a really great story. Ted’s comments are
copied in below:
Chris Wills was not infallible after all! He got this one wrong.
Attached to save you looking it up is Dec 44 extract from Sailplane & Glider written by Ron
Clear.
He says the wreckage was swept up and stored for a considerable time before he purchased
it early in 1937 so it would have been 1936. I think he mentioned a price paid of £15 to me
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at some time.
What is not mentioned in the article is his and his crew's arrest on landing after the first flight.
Ron told me that they could not wait to have a go with it and took it to Winchester Hill where
they bungeed it off the top and soared for three quarters of an hour. After two unsuccessful
attempts to land back on top (no spoilers then), he put down in a field at the bottom and was
immediately surrounded by the army with guns pointed. They were jailed overnight and next
morning came up before the local magistrate accused of illegal flying in wartime. By sheer
luck, the magistrate was a WW1 fighter pilot and
sympathetically asked Ron if he thought a £ 5 fine would be appropriate!
On reflection, the article talks about a 'Field' for the first flight so Ron may have been talking
about the first 'soaring flight'. Anyway, it makes a good story.
The other point of interest is that he mentioned they did not use a clinometer. Neither did I
when I rebuilt one of the wings in 1992. I had just about finished it when Ron came into the
Dunstable workshop and casually asked ' Did you take the twist out when you did it '?
What twist? I never even thought about it but he was dead right and the starboard aileron
always flew about an inch and a half high. I have a picture of it landing at Aberdeen in 1953
and it shows up even then. Didn't seem to affect the handling in the turn though.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ----------

The reference to Chris Wills is because of a comment in a VGC News article that he’d
witnessed the crash at Dunstable and it was in 1938 – which turns out to be wrong.
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(Pictures taken just before the unfortunate meeting with the military near Winchester!)
Ron Clear flew the glider at Portsmouth Airport on occasions in WW2 as he was an
instructor with 163 Gliding School ATC, and likely at Gosport from 1946 when 163 GS
moved there. It was next sold to a private syndicate in 1953 and this is when it became BGA
684. Les Collins of the London GC bought it in 1957 and had Ottley Motors fit it with spoilers.
In 1960 he started a full restoration, 16 years later the work was very nearly completed when
very strong winds blew an empty glider trailer on top of it causing extensive damage. So Les
Collins started the restoration all over again and it was mostly finished when Ted Hull
acquired the glider in the summer of 1992 and completed the restoration work at Dunstable.
After a gap of 33 years the Scud III finally flew again in June 1993.

(Ex VGC News, Winter 1993/1994 edition)
When it resumed flying again in 1993 Chris Wills commented that with less than 100 hours
recorded in the log books (Ted Hull says the actual figure was just 80 hours) it was virtually a
new glider despite being 58 years old.
Ted Hull continued to own the prototype Scud III until it was sold to Justin Steege,
Netherlands, in late 2010. During its ownership by Ted it had flown at many vintage glider
rallies.
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(Courtesy of Scale Soaring UK)

(Courtesy of Scale Soaring UK, Laurie Woodage on the left, Ted Hull on the right)
The second Scud III (BGA 283, G-ALJR)
Abbott-Baynes completed this aircraft in January 1936 as an Auxiliary for the Duke of
Grafton. Sadly he never took delivery as he was killed on the 4th Aug 1936 driving his Bugatti
in the Limerick International Grand Prix. The factory removed the engine and sold it as a
pure glider to Llewellyn “Bill” Barker who first flew it on the 26th Dec 1936. Bill Barker flew it
regularly from Sutton Bank including a number of cross countries. The last flight before the
start of WWII was on 12th Aug 1939. After the war he was the CFI of the Yorkshire GC. He
died suddenly in October 1950, there’s an obituary to him in the Winter 1950/51 edition of
the Gliding magazine which mentions his exploits flying the Scud III.
Somehow the Scud escaped the attention of the RAF and rather than being requisitioned it
spent the war years stored in its trailer at Stanley Park, Blackpool. Post the war Bill Barker
sold the glider to a John Clarke who had it overhauled by Martin Hearne Ltd at considerable
expense, and its next recorded flights are in August 1947. The glider was registered by
Clarke as G-ALJR on the 16th Mar 1949. Sold again to a G.Ratcliffe on the 14th May 1949
who most likely flew it from Dunstable.
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This is where things get interesting as the logbook records a further change of ownership on
the 26th Jul 1949 but doesn’t give the new owner’s name. It was in fact sold to Bob Swinn
who was a very interesting character to put it mildly! He started his gliding career with an abinitio course at Dunstable in the spring of 1949, it’s thought he was already a qualified power
pilot at the time. On the 1st Jan 1950 he was appointed the CFI of the Army GC at Odiham –
a truly meteoric rise! Recording details doesn’t appear to have been his metier, as after the
note of the 26/7/49 sale there’s nothing entered until October 1951 apart from a very
extensive repair for damage carried out at the London GC and signed-off on the 20th Jan
1950.Interestingly the repair report refers to the engine winding gear being reassembled,
which suggests this was how it was sold to Bill Barker, engine winding gear but no engine.
So it looks like Bob Swinn badly pranged the Scud and this was not to be the only occasion!
The Army club started to check out a number of potential hill soaring flights and on 26th Feb
1950 he was bungeed from Inkpen Hill in the Scud and soared for a little over an hour.
At some point the glider was converted to an Auxiliary by Mr Swinn by fitting a 350cc Villiers
motorcycle engine. There’s a significant article on this to be found in the March 1950 edition
of Sailplane & Glider. Exactly when the maiden powered flight took place we don’t know, but
what we do know is that Bob Swinn was a “naughty boy” as he should have acquired a
“Permit to Fly” for the aircraft and didn’t! The first powered flight probably took place at Wing
airfield.

(Bob Swinn with his now engined Scud 3, G-ALJR, possibly Wing airfield)
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(Bob Swinn in G-ALJR, likely at Wing. Laurie Woodage photo collection)

(With engine running. Laurie Woodage photo collection)
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(G-ALJR at the Royal Aeronautical Society garden party, White Waltham, 14th May 1950).
The Scud III suffered another major accident through a powered take-off going badly wrong
at Lasham. We think it occurred in the second half of 1950 as a.) The Army GC were flying
on occasions from Lasham in the summer of 1950 b.) Bob Swinn advertises the damaged
glider for sale in February 1951.
I’m afraid I’ve so far failed in establishing the actual date of the accident, I strongly suspect
the whole incident was hushed up! However, we have an eye witness account plus one
picture of the damage.
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(G-ALJR, another “sad” Scud III after the crash at Lasham)

(Ex Sailplane & Glider Feb 1951 edition)
Where the glider was repaired and by who after its Lasham crash we don’t know, one
suspects somewhere near Dunstable, maybe Dunstable itself. As said earlier there’s
absolutely nothing recorded in the logbook for the period that Bob Swinn owned the glider.
Unless you researched the aircraft you would never know he had owned and flown it, let
alone taking the dramatic step of modifying it to become a self launching glider! We do know,
however, what has happened to the engine. It was donated to the Science Museum in
February 1951. They still own it though it’s not on display, it’s stored at their depot at
Wroughton airfield near Swindon.
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(The eye witness account of the Lasham crash)
Thankfully I can now remove my Sherlock Holmes hat as logbook entries resume. The glider
was purchased by a Charles Davidson of the Aberdeen GC based at Inverallochy. However,
after a few flights in October 1951 the glider was badly damaged when it hit a boulder.
Repairs took a long time, the glider next flying in June 1953. Subsequently only one
recorded test flight until it was signed off for its CofA on the 5th April 1956 having flown 57
hrs 36 mins in total over 138 flights – though this of course didn’t include the flying done by
Bob Swinn. Still at the Aberdeen GC at this point.
June 1956 and the glider is sold to K.Emslie (Lytham St Annes, Lancs) and partners. Initial
flights from Warton airfield and then flown many times at the Long Mynd between 26th Jul
and 26th Aug. After that absolutely nothing recorded until it’s purchased by P.R.Philpot + 6
syndicate members of the Bristol GC, Nympsfield, at some point in 1961. On arrival at
Nympsfield one of the syndicate members, M.A.Garnett, describes the glider as “derelict”. A
full restoration was commenced which was finished in June 1976 when BGA 283 first flew
again at Nympsfield. The glider was found to have a tendency to “float” on landing.
Accordingly a set of “Gull 1” style spoilers were fitted in July before the Scud III made its
debut at the 4th Intl VGC rally held at Dunstable Aug 1976.
No doubt the syndicate members changed but the glider is recorded as being flown and
owned as per the CofA documentation by M.Garnett until 1994. In the summer of 1997 he
sold the Scud to Laurie Woodage of the London GC who first flew it on the 6th Sept 1997 at
Dunstable. It subsequently flew at many UK Vintage rallies until Oct 2002 when a major
restoration was started. This continued to 9th May 2009 when the glider was next flown by
Laurie at Dunstable. It continued flying up to and including the 38th Intl VGC rally held at
Tibenham airfield, Norfolk, in August 2010.
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(Lawrie Woodage and his Scud III in 2009 shortly after its refurbishment)
Laurie Woodage donated BGA 283 to the Gliding Heritage Centre at Lasham in December
2012. This truly historic glider is now on display at the GHC, Lasham. It is airworthy and on
occasions it is flown – though for pilots flying it for the first time only after a thorough briefing!
Lawrie Woodage sadly died on the 14th January 2014. He was a great vintage glider man
and a great craftsman. For several years he was the archivist for the Vintage Glider Club
and what a terrific archivist he was! The author of this document knows this full well as he
has 1access to the stunning volume of material, both paper and electronic, that Laurie had
accumulated over the years. Obituaries to him by Peter Underwood and Ted Hull are to be
found in the Spring 2014 edition of the VGC News.

(G-ALJR at Lasham, 2013. Now housed in the GHC hangar)
The replica Scud 1 (BGA 3922)
Construction of this was started by Mike Beach at Brooklands in 1992. It was finished in the
summer of 1995.
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(Ex VGC News Summer 1995)
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(Ex VGC News, Winter 1995/96)
I don’t have the date but it was flown just once by Mike Beach in the autumn of 1995. It’s
reported that he landed ashen faced and his first words were “No one must ever fly this
glider again!” As we’ve already mentioned in an earlier part of this document Scud 1s were
notoriously tricky to fly.
The glider was sold to the Brooklands Museum in 1998, and kindly loaned to the Gliding
Heritage Centre at Lasham in July 2013 where it is on display.
http://www.glidingheritage.org.uk/
Link to a terrific Scale Soaring UK article on the Scud gliders with pieces from Derek Piggott
and Martin Simons. <Ctrl> and Click the link below to access.
http://www.scalesoaring.co.uk/VINTAGE/Documentation/Scud/Scud.htm
Date last updated

[29th Sept 2014]
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